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The Fundamentals of Chemical Biology
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Why organize a book on chemical biology around
biooligomers?
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1.1 The central dogma of molecular biology
The central dogma of molecular biology is an
organizing principle for chemical biology
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1.2 Genes
A gene is made up of a promoter and a transcribed
sequence
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1.3 Genomes
We have sequenced the human genome and many
others. Now what?
We are far from understanding cells that we understand
the best—Escherichia coli
We are even farther from understanding human cells
You cannot judge a cell by its genome
The observable phenotype belies the hidden genotype
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1.4	Sources of diversity beyond genomes
The transcriptome is the collection of all of the RNA
transcripts in a cell
RNA splicing amplifies the diversity of the
transcriptome
Post-translational modification of proteins amplifies
the diversity of the proteome
Beyond template-directed synthesis of biooligomers
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1.5	Combinatorial assembly generates
	diversity
Combinatorial assembly of linear biooligomers can
generate massive diversity
Combinatorial synthesis can be used to synthesize
DNA libraries
Modular architecture lends itself to the synthesis of
non-natural chemical libraries
The human immune system uses combinatorial
biosynthesis
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1.6	Some common tools of chemical biology
Chromophores reveal invisible molecules
Assays connect molecular entities to readily visible
phenomena
Powerful microbiological screens reveal interesting
chemical phenomena
Viruses deliver genes efficiently
Vast libraries of proteins can be screened in vitro
using bacteriophages
In vitro screens of DNA and RNA push the limits
of library diversity
Small molecules take control
Short RNA molecules silence gene expression
Monoclonal antibodies bind specifically
Immortal cancer cell lines serve as mimics of human
organs
Human stem cells are highly valuable tools for
research and medicine
Model organisms teach us about humans
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1.7	Summary
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Chapter 2
The Chemical Origins of Biology
2.1	Mechanistic arrow-pushing is an
expression of molecular orbital theory
Three properties control chemical reactivity
Perturbational molecular orbital theory connects
arrow-pushing with quantum mechanics
Six canonical frontier orbitals can be used to predict
reactivity
Electronegativity affects both frontier orbitals and
Coulombic interactions
Curved mechanistic arrows depict the interaction
of filled orbitals with unfilled orbitals
There are three basic rules for mechanistic arrowpushing
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2.2	Hydrogen bonds and proton transfers
Hydrogen bonds involve three atoms
Proton transfers to and from heteroatoms are usually
very fast
Linear geometries are preferred for proton transfers
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2.3 Prebiotic chemistry
HCN and CH2O are key ingredients in the primordial
soup
Solutions of HCN contain both nucleophile and
electrophile at pH 9.2
HCN forms purines and pyrimidines under prebiotic
conditions
Aldol reactions with formaldehyde generate
carbohydrates
Cyanide catalyzes the benzoin reaction
Did we arise from a primordial RNA world?
Amino acids arise spontaneously under prebiotic
conditions
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2.4	Nonbonding interactions
Essentially everything taking place in the cell involves
nonbonding interactions
The weak energies of nonbonding interactions are
not easily calculated using perturbational molecular
orbital theory
For nonbonding interactions, the energies can be
fitted to a simplified equation
van der Waals interactions can be described by the
Lennard-Jones potential
It is helpful to distinguish reversible from irreversible
interactions
Entropy makes it difficult to identify favorable states
among seemingly endless possibilities
The hydrophobic effect results from a balance
between attractive forces and entropy
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2.5 The power of modular design
Modular design underlies the five basic types of
biooligomers
Lability correlates inversely with information longevity
Why are esters more reactive than amides?
Why are phosphate esters less reactive than
carboxylic esters?
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2.6	Summary
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Chapter 3
DNA
3.1 Forms of DNA
The canonical double helix is one of several forms
of DNA
The organization of genomic DNA molecules
depends on the type of organism
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3.2 The ribonucleotide subunits of DNA
Nucleotides are phosphate esters
DNA and RNA are polymers of nucleotides
Are the heterocyclic DNA bases aromatic?
Nucleic acids are not acidic, and DNA bases are not
basic
The missing 2ʹ-hydroxyl group of DNA confers
stability to phosphodiester hydrolysis
Modifications to DNA bases are as important as the
nucleotide DNA sequence
3.3	Elementary forces in DNA
Base pairing knits together the two strands of DNA
Some non-natural, isomeric bases form effective
base pairs
Hydrogen bonds are not absolutely essential for
complementary base pairing
Hoogsteen base pairing is present in triplex DNA
Aromatic π stacking stabilizes the DNA double helix
Intercalation between DNA base pairs involves π
stacking
Double-stranded DNA undergoes reversible unfolding
and refolding
Complementarity drives self-assembly of DNA
Short stretches of DNA can fold into hairpins
3.4 DNA superstructure
Double-stranded DNA forms supercoils
Topoisomerases resolve topological problems with
DNA
Bacterial plasmids are rings of DNA
Plasmids contain genes that confer advantageous
traits
Eukaryotic DNA is coiled around histone proteins
3.5 The biological synthesis of DNA by
polymerase enzymes
DNA polymerases lengthen existing strands
DNA polymerases copy with high fidelity
Reverse transcriptase lengthens existing DNA strands
on an RNA template
DNA polymerase incorporates modified thymidylate
residues
The polymerase chain reaction amplifies DNA
through iterative doubling
3.6 The chemical synthesis of DNA
The race to crack the genetic code drove the
development of DNA synthesis
The Khorana method of DNA synthesis relies on
phosphate coupling chemistry
Letsinger recognized the speed and efficiency of
phosphite couplings
Caruthers synthesized DNA by using phosphoramidites
on solid phase
Automated oligonucleotide synthesis is performed
on glass particles
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Modern automated DNA synthesis involves repetitive
four-step cycles
The 4,4ʹ-dimethoxytrityl group is deprotected through
an SN1 reaction
Tetrazole serves as an acid catalyst in phosphoramidite
couplings
Capping unreacted 5ʹ-hydroxyl groups prevents the
propagation of mistakes
Oxidation of unstable phosphites generates stable
phosphates
Aqueous ammonium hydroxide cleaves and
deprotects synthetic DNA
Microarrays of DNA facilitate screening
Why are DNA and RNA made up of five-membered
ring sugars?
3.7	Separation of DNA molecules by
electrophoresis
Scientists use different criteria for the purity of
biological macromolecules versus small, organic
molecules
Agarose gel is used for electrophoresis of long DNA
molecules
Capillary electrophoresis is used for analytical
separation of short DNA molecules
DNA dideoxy sequencing capitalizes on the
tolerance of DNA polymerase
Large-scale sequencing methods avoid the need
for electrophoresis
3.8 Recombinant DNA technology
Molecular biology connects DNA molecules to
biological phenotypes
Restriction endonucleases cut DNA at specific sites
and facilitate re-ligation
Mutations in DNA can lead to changes in expressed
proteins
Site-directed mutagenesis involves labile plasmid
templates
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3.9	Nucleic acid photochemistry
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Ultraviolet radiation promotes [2+2] photodimerization
of thymine and uracil bases
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Thymine dimers in DNA can be repaired
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Psoralens intercalate between DNA base pairs and
photocrosslink opposing strands
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3.10 DNA as a target for cytotoxic drugs
Cell division is highly controlled in normal human
cells
Dividing human cells must pass through checkpoints,
or die
Traditional chemotherapy targets DNA in rapidly
dividing cells, cancerous or not
Inhibition of thymine biosynthesis triggers apoptosis
during the S phase of the cell cycle
Adding the methyl group to thymine is essential
for DNA synthesis
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DNA is a nucleophile
Simple alkylating agents are highly mutagenic
Bifunctional alkylating agents that crosslink DNA are
highly cytotoxic
Strained rings can bring highly reactive functional
groups to DNA
Epoxide alkylators of DNA are highly mutagenic
Aziridinium rings are relatively selective alkylators
of DNA
Cyclopropane rings can serve as spring-loaded
electrophiles
Free radicals and oxygen conspire to cleave DNA
sugars
Enediyne antitumor antibiotics cleave both strands
of DNA via para-benzyne diradicals
Some highly reactive enediyne natural products are
protected by protein delivery vehicles
Bleomycin catalyzes the formation of reactive
oxygen species
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Chapter 4
RNA
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4.1 RNA structure
The nucleotide subunits of RNA are subtly different
from those of DNA
The 2ʹ-OH of RNA confers high chemical reactivity
Ubiquitous ribonucleases rapidly degrade RNA
The 5-methyl group of thymine is a form of chemical
ID
RNA adopts globular shapes because it is singlestranded
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4.2 RNA synthesis
RNA polymerases create new strands of RNA
DNA primase is just another RNA polymerase
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4.3 Transcriptional control
DNA sequences determine start sites and stop sites
for RNA polymerase
Transcription factors bind to DNA with exquisite
sequence specificity
Transcription can be controlled by small molecules
Transcription of mRNA in human cells involves many
proteins and many regions of DNA
The yeast two-hybrid system provides a transcriptionbased tool to identify protein–protein interactions
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4.4 mRNA processing in eukaryotes
After synthesis, eukaryotic organisms modify their
mRNA extensively
The ends of the mRNA are capped and polyadenylated
Most eukaryotic genes require mRNA splicing
Some RNA introns undergo self-splicing without a
spliceosome
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4.5	Controlled degradation of RNA
Ribonuclease H degrades RNA•DNA duplexes
RNA-induced silencing complexes target specific
mRNA sequences
RNA interference is a useful laboratory tool
4.6 Ribosomal translation of mRNA
into protein
The ribosome catalyzes oligomerization of α-amino
esters
The ribosome is a massive molecular machine, half
protein and half RNA
tRNA molecules are heavily processed and adopt fixed
shapes
The genetic code allows one to translate from mRNA
sequence into protein sequence
tRNA synthetases recognize amino acids and
nucleotides
What controls the beginning and end of translation?
Translational initiation is a focal point for control of
protein synthesis
A protein escorts each aminoacyl-tRNA to the
ribosome for fidelity testing
The genetic code can be expanded beyond 20 amino
acids
Ligand-dependent riboswitches control protein
expression
Many antibiotics target bacterial protein synthesis
4.7 From oligonucleotide libraries to
protein libraries
Automated oligonucleotide synthesis facilitates
generation of both DNA and RNA oligonucleotide
libraries
RNA libraries can be screened for ribozymes
mRNA libraries can be expressed as protein libraries
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Peptide and Protein Structure
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5.1 Amino acids and peptides
The standard ribosomal amino acids include a broad
range of functionalities
Amino acids are polymerized into peptides and
proteins
Amino acid side chains have predictable protonation
states
Amino acid side chains mediate protein–protein
interactions
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5.2	Solid-phase peptide synthesis
Peptides can be used as pharmaceuticals
Excess reagents and optimized chemistry allow highthroughput peptide synthesis
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Chemical peptide synthesis involves repeated
additions of activated carboxylates to the N terminus 188
The need to remove excess reagents and chemical
by-products drove the development of solid-phase
peptide synthesis
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Either acid- or base-labile carbamates are used for
189
the temporary protection of the Nα group
Carbodiimides drive condensation to form peptide
bonds
190
Side reactions can compete with peptide coupling
reactions
190
HOBt minimizes side reactions in carbodiimide
couplings
191
Uronium coupling agents provide even faster
amide bond formation
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Resins for solid-phase peptide synthesis are made
of plastic
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Cleavable linkers between the synthesized peptide
and solid support provide stable, yet reversible,
attachments
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Side-chain protecting groups come off under
acidic conditions
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Peptide nucleic acids lack phosphate esters and
ribofuranose rings
196
Native chemical ligation generates cysteinyl amides
through aminolysis of thiol esters
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5.3 Fundamental forces that control
protein secondary structure
Secondary structure involves different patterns of
hydrogen bonding between backbone amides
α Helices allow effective hydrogen bonding between
neighboring amide N–H and C=O
β Sheets satisfy hydrogen bonding by backbone
amides with linkages between different strands
Turn structures have minimal hydrogen bonding
between backbone amides
Rotation about substituted ethanes, butanes, and
pentanes reveals the fundamental forces dictating
protein folding
Stereoelectronic effects distinguish amides and
esters from substituted ethenes
Interactions between allylic substituents and alkene
substituents limit the conformation of substituted
propenes
Allylic strain explains the dominance of two types
of secondary structures
5.4 The chemistry of disulfide crosslinks
Cystine disulfides form readily under oxidative
conditions
Glutathione is an intracellular thiol buffer
Cystine disulfides in proteins are in equilibrium
with glutathione disulfides
Combinatorial crosslinking and protein misfolding
can complicate attempts to produce disulfidecontaining proteins
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Concentrations of glutathione depend on location
5.5 Protein domains have structural
and functional roles
Biological protein assemblies exhibit hierarchical
structures
The tertiary and quaternary structures of proteins
access a wide range of different archetypal protein
folds
Zinc-finger domains recognize DNA sequences
A number of common domains are based on
β-sandwich architectures
Calcium promotes interactions between cadherin
domains
WD domains fit together like triangular slices of a cake
Collagen is formed from a three-stranded helix
Protein kinase domains and seven-transmembrane
domains have key roles in signal transduction
The RNA recognition motif domain binds to singlestranded RNA
Peptide-binding domains can confer modular
functions to proteins
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5.6	Higher levels of protein structure
The tertiary structure consists of one or more domains 219
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6.1 Receptor–ligand interactions
The thermodynamics and kinetics of receptor–ligand
interactions govern all processes in biology
Dose–response curves measure protein function, and
correlate with affinity
Highly specific protein–small-molecule interactions
are useful
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6.2 A quantitative view of enzyme function
Enzymes are catalytic receptors
Measurements of enzyme efficiency must account
for substrate binding and catalysis
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6.3 A mechanistic view of enzymes that
catalyze multistep reactions
Protein kinases and proteases catalyze reactions
through multistep mechanisms
Protein kinases share a common motif
Regulation of protein kinase activity requires
allosteric binding
Phosphorylation can also activate kinases
Proteases serve roles in degradation and protein
signaling
Cysteine proteases catalyze amide hydrolysis by
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Enzymes proceed via mechanisms with the minimum
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Serine proteases cleave amides by using an alkoxide
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Metalloproteases use Zn2+ ions to activate the
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intermediate
Activation can control protease activity
Reversible enzyme inhibitors include transition-state
analogs with very high affinity
Mechanism-based enzyme inhibitors react with
residues at the active site
Cooperative binding requires careful placement of
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Triosephosphate isomerase is nearly a perfect
enzyme
6.4	Enzymes that use organic cofactors
Enzyme cofactors extend the capabilities of enzymes
Thiamine pyrophosphate provides a stabilized ylide
The dihydropyridine group of niacin (vitamin B3)
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The pyridoxal cofactor serves as an electron sink
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hyperfunctional molecules
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Alanine scanning allows reverse engineering of
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Protein engineering enables improvement of
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function
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existing mutations
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7.1	Structure
There are 10 common monosaccharide building
blocks for human glycans
Glycobiology uses a compact form of nomenclature
Polar effects and stereoelectronic effects determine
the relative stability of α and β anomers
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Monosaccharide carbonyl groups form hemiacetals
Six- and five-membered ring hemiacetals are
common
Chemical hydrolysis of glycosidic bonds involves
SN1 reactions
Enzymatic hydrolysis of glycosidic bonds involves
SN1-like SN2 reactions
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enzymes
Inhibiting glycosylhydrolase enzymes from viruses
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7.3 Polysaccharides
Diastereomers of glucose polymers have very
different properties
Chitin is a resilient polymer in insect cuticles
Some tissues are cushioned by the polysaccharide
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Meningococci are coated with polysialic acids like
those found on neurons
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7.4 Glycoproteins
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7.5 Glycolipids
Glycosphingolipids are lipid-like glycoconjugates
Glycosylphosphatidylinositols from pathogens are
potential vaccines
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9.6 G protein-coupled receptors
Seven-transmembrane domain G protein-coupled
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